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5. Discussion and Conclusion
The results of this study indicare distinctive patterns of
sperch and non-speech somd discrimilation mong
autistic subjects with varying moderate to high-
fimctioning cornrnunicative abilities and non-autistic
subjects. As it cm be seen from the results, using
Artificial Neural Network as a method to discriminate
autistic zubject from non-autistic subject according to
their EEG response 1o spe€ch md Non-speech stimulus is
feaible- These results would be statistically memingful if
more subjects were included.

This study is a pilot project tying to find a novel way to
classify autisn Given the fact that MMN and P3a ae two
important featrres of Autistic ERP, it is expected that
their inclusion into future studies would improve the
classifi cation accurary.

The present results show that autistic teenagers do have
different EEG response to speech aod non-speech sounds
from the non-autistic teenagers, not just presented in
MMN md P3a" but also through the statistic featurs ued
in this ANNs approach.

The results also show that more hidden neurons (24)
increase the accnracy, but at the expense of additional
processing time for the ANNs to converge-

In these preliminary results, only a small mrmber of
sutrjecb were available for this study, the confirsion
matrixes reveal excellent classification results- The merit
of the parameters used (mean, standard deviation ...)
would ofcourse be better ass€ssed once more zubjects are
recruited into this study-
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ABSTRACT
Epilepsy is c'trmcterized by an mexpected and frequent
malfimction of the brain. Elmtrical activity in the brain
has been snrdied for years in an atteryt to predict
seiztres. This paper processes raw intracranial EEG
recordings from different sutrjects in the time prior to
seizure-
A set of indicators is extr'rcted from non-overlapping
5e16lling windows of I sec duration- The objective was to
identi! pattems that reveal that a seizure is developing
before it occurs.
While the exhaustive 

_ 
analysis did not detect pattems

appropriate to predic.t a seiroe, some indicators were
observed to behave ic tire more similar independent of
the zubjecL Similar tirne evotution was formd for the
activity ahd the power of the alpha and delta bands- It is
also shown that the behavior of the conelation integral is
sornehow similar minutes before the seime-

KEYWORDS
EEG, Epilepsy, Seianre prediction-

l. Introduction

The National Instihrte of Neurological Disorden and
Stroke estimates that more than 2 million people in the
United States bave experienced an unprovoked seizure or
been diagnosed with epilepsy. For about 80 percent of
those diagnosed with epilepsy, seinres can be controlled
with some rnedicines-

EEG has been studied for years in an attempt to predict
seianres Anything that disturbs the normal pattem of
neuron rctiviqr can lead to seizures.

In the area of epilepsy, where the most important goal is
to predict seizures, different rneasures have been used for
years, without mucl success to prodrrce reliable,
prospective seianre prediction [, 2]. This outcome is
quite understandable given the challenge imposed by such
a critical research endeavor. ln the context of this study,
many ofthe methods currently available in the specialized
litemhrr€ have been tested yielding contradictory results-
In an effort to cornpile all methods and conduct a detailed
investigation on EEG data towards seizue prediction, this
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2- Methods

2.1. Data Colleclion

EEG recordings of 8 epileptic children were anallzed.
Recording were performed during pre-surgical monitoring
at the Miarni's Children Hospital (MCII) using XLTEK
Neuroworks Ver3.0.5, an equipment manufac0red by
Excel Tech Ltd- Ontario, Canada- This data was collected
at 500 Hz sarnpting frequeacy and filtered to remove DC
and high frequency components ssing a O.l-70 Hz band-
pass filter. EEG recordings were processd in the time
prior to seime.

Table l: Subjes' hfor@tion

Sdbject Age

Effi)
Ser Nm&t

of
tu

I @e nnge
for €ch file

lo Male lo
2 l6 Male lo

Female 3 lo
4 t4 Male lo

l7 Male 2 60
6 9 Male 60

F'ffile 3 60

8 l4 Male 6 60

The number ofelectrodes implanted differed from subject
to subject; therefore, this study was p€rform€d on an

intn-patient basis. Intrac,anial recordings of eight
subjects were performed by using suMural strip or grid
elechodes- In some cases, 4 contact depth electrodes were
implanted-

2-2. Data Analysis

2-2.1. Data Preprocessing

The primary objective was to aaalyze all electrodes;
depending on the size of the file, the last ten or sixty
minutes preceding a seizure were analyzed. The size of
some raw data files was higher than one gigabyte
containing more than I,800,000 samples; to that €nd, a
software [9] was developed to split the files into readatrle
pieces easier to handle.

Data sets used are from 8 subjecls (six male, two female;
age range,3-t7 years) with epilepsy in whom subdural
strips and/or grid electrodes were implanted. Each
subject htr a different nmtrer of EEG files; the relevat
infonnation for all parients is given in Table I., including
the time range ofthe data files. For subjects l-4, all files
extend from lO minutes prior to seizrre onset. The tim€
interval for the other zubjects was a 60 minute time range,
(60 minutes prior to seizure onset)-

22.2- Electrode CategorizatioD

Previous studies on related matters [l0] reveal that there
is a tendency on the behavior ofthe electrodes that lead to

seizure which is not givm in those not leading to seizure.
A portion of this research was devoted to confirm these

previous fmdings. For this prnpose, each set ofelectrodes
was divided into three categories; those that led to rirue,
those thal contained interictal spikes and did not lead to
seizure and those that did not contain interictal spikes and
did not lead to seizure. To identifu the different categories
of eleckodes; neurologists performed a visual inspection
ofthe recorded data-

The analysis of data depending on these categories has
been performed in ihis shrdy with the only purpose of
confiming otrseryations but not with the intention of
ssal6hing lor patterns that could be used for seizue
prediction- To make a distinction in the context of this
shrdy, we will denote the later as "categotly'' analysis, in
contrast to the "global" point of view where all
measurements will be 'hveraged" regardless their
eleckode categories (as it will be shown next) for firther
analysis in the search for seizure advent revealing
patterns.

The following groups are defined for firrther reference:

- Group AIL grand average of feature values
across all electrodes without distinction

- Group l: Group formed by grmd average of
feahne values ofall electrodes leading to seizwe

- Gror+ 2: Group formed try grand average of
featwe values of all electrodes not leadiog to
seizure

- Group 3: Group fomed by grand average of
feature values of all electrodes not having
interictal behavior

2J3. Feature Extraction

Due to the high volume of iniorrnation contained in the
EEG raw data files, size reduction was nffissary- Data
files were segmetrted in one second time windom and
f€atues were extract€d for all windows. The sire of the
set was thus reduced to a small number of featues that
are representative of the EEG- This set of featu€s was
then used for the study.

The following twelve features were considered:

- F1: activity
- Fr: mobility
- F3: complexity
- Fa: Avemgeofauto correlation
- F5: STD ofauto correlation
- F6: spectral power in the delta (less thaa 4 IIz) band
- F7: spectral power in the theta (4 - 8 }lz) band

- F8: sp€ctral power in the alpha (8 - 13 Hz) band
- Fe: spectml power in the beta I (13 - 20 llz) bmd
- F16: spectral power in the beta II (20 - 36 IIz) band

- Fyl: spectral power in the garnmr (36 - 44Hz)band
- F12: conelation integral.

There are other interesting features used in EEG
processing, such as the Lyaprmov exg)nent which is a
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complex mathematical quantity rn which the amount of
chaos in the bmin is measured [ll]. But they were not
included in the analysis because they are computatiomlly
intensive- For compensation, the correlation integral was
included in the list, which is a non linear feahre related to
the Lyapunov exponent-

Activity, mobility, complexity are known as Hjorth
parameters p2l. Actitity A- is simply the variance of the
signal sepent x and is defined a:

A,:o1 (l)

Mobility ivLr, is computed as the square root of the mtio of
the activity ofthe first derivative ofthe signal to the
activity ofthe (original) signal:

lA o.
M._.1 '_r (2)'ll/, ox

where x'represents the fust derivative of the signal x.

Mobility gives a mea.sre of deviation of the voltage
changes with respect to deviation of the EEG voltage
amplihrde Compluity is defined as the ratio of the
mobility ofthe first derivative ofthe signal to the mobility
of the sipal itself:

' M o./o,
c-_____L - ___r______L (_1)

M, o;lo,

where x" stands for the second derivative ofthe signal.

The complexity of a simrsoidal wave is unity; o&er
waveforrns have complexity values increasing with the
extent of vadations present in them- Complexity
represents the dwiation from the sine shape of the EEG
signal [l3]-

Spectral analysis was also performed using the five
recognized frequency bands of EEG activity (theta, delta,
alpha, bet4 and gamma)- The power Pr ofthe frequency
spectrum for these bands was computed as:

b,a

eu= [t'1g1a* @)
b"-

where b repraents the specified frequency band md D*
and 6"u its starting and ending frequencies-

Auto comelation ;1 perfoms analysis in the time domain
and is based on the autocorrelation firnction of short
epochs of EEG data. The autocorrelation function is
simply the expected value ofa product- It is given bp

Correlation integral i

in data. It is given bl

cni=cr= It

A- _- >.x,*r,,^ for0<m.N-l (5)
N7

where N is the total
segmmt inside th€
firnction, and lx,+11 i
vector 4 used in the
embedded phase conr
a single time
following: X, = (:r,x
m is the so called en
The comelation integ
ofpoint pairs inside z

2.2.4. Parameter f,x

In this study, &e nu
from subject to sutrj

differently located
regardless of the nr
location- For this
deviation (STD) of
electrodes-

Two scopes were c<

option was to compr
category. Additionall
were computed a{

calegories together.
AII calculations were
package [l4].

3- Results
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Fig- 2 shows a time plot of mean and standard deviation
ofthe category featrnes for subject# 8. Group I, grorry 2

and group 3 are represented in re4 blue and blacl
respectively- As it can be observed from the Fig. 2, some

pattems stand oul; for instance, thae is a constant

incrernent for the average and STD of the aulocorrelation

for all groups. There is also an increment in the Activity,
Delta power, Theta porver, Alpha power for groups 2 and

3- And surprisingty, there is a noticeable decrement in the

correlation integral for group 3, which are the eleckodes
that do not contain interictal behavior.

Despite the observation made on Fig. 1 and Fig. 2, a close

observation on the remaining subjects revealed that there

are in general no pattems that show consistency in their
behavior.

To enhance the study, a n€w measure was established in
order to compute how similar each feature's behavior was

across all EEG files sTirhin the subjects (intrapatient

analysis). This degree of similarity allowed comparing

several time series by assising a similarity degree to the

entire group. This value represents how similar time
series wse to each other. A.fter extracting all featres, a

similarity degree was computed in order to s€lect the most

irryortant parameters- The following equation is proposed

to determine the degree of sioilarity of a feature whose

trehavior in time is descn'bed by the fimctionf

<!f.\Y.u, 
"yS = e N,-tp; t-t (7)

wheref represents the value of the feaa.ne for the seizure

i evaluted at time I, M is the number of seizures, i[ is the

number ofseconds in a signal and p, is the average offr.

Equation (8) was desiped so as to yield 1.0 when all time

series are identical- It considers very padicular similaity
criteria; howeva it was consistently applied to all data

files thus it served well for comparison pttrposes-

Additionally, abrupt changes in the features were

ar\^lyzeA by cornputing the first derivative of tle
measures and then out-thresholding it to l-0 STD above

and below mean, with the purpose of detecting
pronounced peaks and valleys.
As a resulL the scope of the investigation was expmded

to tle following tine series:

- Group All (Average of feahres across all
electrodes)

- Tkesholded derivative of group All
- Group 1

- Tkesholdedderivative ofgroup I
- Group2
- Thresholded derivative ofgroup 2

- Group 3

- Thresholdedderivativeofgroup3

for all features ofeach subject. This resulted in 16 tables

for a total of 8(groups)rl2(fearurs)*2foarameters) : 192

values of similarity per srhject. Rather thm using the

similuity for each zubjec! it was consider€d more

appropriate to average the similarities for aII groups and

fatures affoss all subjects- This would allow making
general assesvnents regarding which indicators behave

more alike.

Tables 2 and 3 show the grand similarity per group and

feanre. Values above 0.5 are marked A qualitative
comparison between the results illusaared in Table 2 and

3 are provided in Table 4, which enhances all cells that

showed values atrove 0.5 in both tables. From the

comprisoa it can be concluded that the pair
group/features that behave more alike are the following
ones:

- Fy'Group All (th)
- F5lGroup All (th)
- Fs/Group I (th)
- Fs/Group 2 (th)
- Fs/Group 3 (th)
- FllGroup All (th)
- Fq2lGroup 2 (th)
- F12/Group 3 (th)

It cao be observed that the Activity and Delta power for
Group All (fhresholded), Alpha power for Groups l, 2

and 3 (Thresholded) and the Conelation Integral for
Grorp Al! 2 and 3 (Thresholded) behaved more alke
across aII subjects-

From the observations it can be stated that features F6, F8,

and Frz have a behavior distinct from the rernaining

features and lherefore needs to be firr&er investigated.

The spectral power ia the alpha band behaves very similar
across all subjects for the thresholded derivatives in the

thrce €lectrode groups. It is therefore important to keep an

eye on these feahres when developing seizure prediction
algorithms-

It was also noticed that the tbresholded derivative of
Group All has similarity above 50%, It is believed that
refrdng this indicator will lead to further findings.

It is interesting to note that tbe results confirm pervious

lmdings [10] related to t]e irnportance of the correlation
integral (F12) in discriminating the tlree groups of
electrodes in real-time classification-

4. Conclusion

In this study, a total of26 EEG files recorded at least 10

minutes before a seizure were scrutinized from t2
different points of view called features. An extensive

observation did not detect any significant pattems

occurring prior to seizue onset However, firther
examination yielded an int€resting outcome about
activity, power of the alpha and beta bmds and

correlation integral: these three features have a more

similar behavior across all subjects than the rem'ining
features. This was proven with the introduction of a new

50
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indicator called similarity that was consequently utfized
to obtain a rough idea of how similar time series develop
in time,

Al this stzge of the shrdy it was not possible to use the

similarity results for seizure prediction, but the authors
believe that predictive patterns may be fomd with proper

variations and/or combinations of those features.
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ABSTRACT
In this paper, the security of a fi-agile digital watermarking
for image tamper detectioo md recovery proposed in
Reference I is analyzed. It is shown that the secret key for
watermark embedding and detection can be easily
otrtained by exhaustive searc\ while keeping the number
ofthe necessary exhaustive searches srnall- Therefore, one
may counterfeit walermarks successfully, resulting in
inconmt authentication- The possible solutions for such
problerns are suggested in this paper-

KEYWORDS
Fragile watermarking, tanrper detection, tamper rrovery,
secuity

1. Introduction

Nowadays, digital multimedia are widely used for vrious
applications. Since digital multimedia can be modified
easily and imperceph-bly without ily trace of
manipulations [2], the aurhenticityiintegrity becomes an
important issue for digital mltimedia- To address this
problern, various digital watermarking based techniques
re proposed [2, 3]. For image authmtication, usually a
fragile/semi-fragile watermark is ernbedded in an image.
Any rnodifications 0o the waterrnarked image can be
detected by the emtredded watermark Fmgile waterrnark
rejects any image manipulatiom, ei&er incidental or
malicious- Semi-fuagile tolerates some nonnal image
processing mmipulations, such as JPEG compressiorl
while rejects any other manipulations or malicious attacks

I2t.
A block-based fragile image watemking scheme

was proposed in Reference 4, where the host image is
partitioned into non-cverlapping trlocks and a hash based
watermarlq calculated from the seven most significant bits
(MSBs) of each bloc\ is embedded into the letrt
sipificant bits (LSBs) of the same block. The watermark
detection and image authettication re conducted by
verifuing each trlock individually, i.e., the watermark
embedding and detection for each block are independent
from the oths blmks within the irnage [5, 6]-

By utilizing the blmkwise independent authentication
feattre of the block-based fragile image watermatting,

562-042 53

Holliman et al- [5J 1

attack, which can
authentication when
sarne keys cm tre,
genemted fiom the,
VQ attack probler
proposed [5, 6].

Recently, Lin
method for image
approach mm simpl
and detectioq anc

struchre for wate
accuncy of tarryer
some tarnpered regir

Howevu, the r

insecure because thr
md detection cm
watermark counterfi
the security problen
and suggest the poss

2. Overview

The watemarking
involves tlree step
detection for tarnp
recovery.

2.I Watermark Err

Consider a grayscalr
is a multiple of four
embed watermark:

Srep l. Divide t
blocks

N:Ml,
blmks witb
left to right

Step 2- To recovo
of the blml
Therefore,
conespond
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mMdrcu(n) =b.a/a. Alt .f,i

=at.f,n
=0 (11)

We re intersted in the limiting me

"\m_(omq*(n) 
- om,r-.**(o)) =O (l2t

Ftr a systen rhal has a very large nmber of photoos,lhe SBmm
comrtator beharrcs like tte classiql cornrnfaor, dwmstr*ing
that lhe limit;.€ ese of Q@ is Muwdl's equatim. In trnst
appliarions the nmbs of &tom MElly is quit€ larye ad s
tb€ systqn behava c'lmically, Bu the qunm mtue of the
photon is always preenl. and is evil evidmt iq cqtain
macrocmpic slstem oike the phccleaic efiect), whft
Mwell's equarims canmt begin to explain the phercmn
Hw lage is lage fo tbe nunbq of pborcns? tn the visitrle
specfiun, red ligbt has a waveleogth ], of mgbly

l-6x10-7m
The rergyt fn joilaJ) of a single'red pboton is

s = h: - 3xlo re,
t"

Using a light src wirh powr of I wau ( I /w), .the numbe n of
pbotons emiEed per sffid is 1/t, q abour 3xlor6- So es in a

dimly lit rcm, we expect a @v@tiotral (classiql) mderer r,
prodre mrate- That m s rcsrprirc;th€ pohthercislhal
we can qmrif why clusiel illminatioo is good mgtr
In ordc fu rbe qmtm field pmperti* of phmns in a m&red
ffi b makc a dffmuce, we must mider a sihulion whm
tmeisouly asuull mbaof photm- Thismmifrherire
intavd forthe lightto bcallocted ffitbe vsy suull;utlEliglt
sore is vay dim; c te illrminered wlure is vay large so rhe
photon desity is low; u the reodwd wlrrc is a vay srall
$bsef of the fotal spee, ontainiug only a fw lmlized photm;
c tie wrelength of the light -s vuy short hrt energetic {whicl
lms rendqing a wm illminated by gm rays)-

5. Conclusion
We sumaized lhe essentials of qmtm etatmdymmia (QED)
that rc Deeded to rclatc it to clmsid eledrodynmics In b{ief,
the phcdon stat6 fom a Fock spae and reapraemed by lim
ombimtions of kets and re acted m by a qmtrrm field optrator
A defined via the bast action togetler with a omtator relation.
Wben the nmba of photons is large, rbe eftcf of tbe quaatum
commutattr is regligible, ad it asymptotkaly apprmches thc
classiol coimutator for lhe vedor potential A- It is in this s6e
trrt QED appmach* classiql elatrodymis m preoted in
Mawell'squatim-
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